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Lucinda Hene a.k.a. Spectra
Our heroine. She mysteriously developed laser 
superpowers around the time she entered Tesla 
Junior high and has been saving the town, and 
the world, ever since. Regular student and 
star swimmer most of the time, when it counts 
she can turn into a laser and save the day.

Kas
Lead guitarist of garage band “The Ultraviolet 
Catastrophe” and Spectra’s biggest fan. 
His greatest ambition is to go on tour with One 
Republic and rock out all over the world.

Ruby
Lucy’s best friend since 2nd grade, Ruby has an eye 
for fashion. When she’s not redecorating her room 
she can be found behind the lens of her camera. She 
has always loved science, particularly astronomy. 

Gordy
He’s a star on and off the field. The starting
quarterback for the Tesla Junior High Chargers 
and straight A student, Gordy can always keep 
his head and come up with a plan.

Ms. Pauli Black
Owner and proprietor of Black Body Repair auto 
body shop, she is also known as the Quantum 
Mechanic. She is fantastic at fixing a car and is 
also learning to control her quantum mechanical 
powers. Read Spectra’s Quantum Leap to find out 
more about what she can do.

Miss Alignment
Perennial villain Miss Alignment sees herself as 
the mastermind of evil. The world sees her slightly 
differently, but she is still determined to rule the 
town. Thwarted by Spectra and her gang in “Spec-
tra’s Power” she is intent on coming out on top in... 



ON THE OUTSKIRTS OF TOWN STANDS 
THE DREADED BOSE-EiNSTEiN
CONDENSED PENiTENTiARY.

KNOWN FOR ITS FRiGID CONDiTiONS, 
SOLiTARY CONFiNEMENT, AND HARSH
WARDEN, B. PHiLiPS, iT iS HOME TO 
THE MOST HARDENED CRiMiNALS.

TO THE RESiDENTS
iT iS KNOWN SIMPLY

AS “THE TRAP. “

A PRison is only as good
as its locks, and bec pen

currently has a faulty one.

unfortunately, they 
may have called in 
exactly the wrong 
locksmith to fix it.

you know the deal.
don’t talk to them.

it only riles
them up.

watch out for your 
coffee.  this one 
could drown you

with it.*

*See Spectra #5,
“TURBULENT TIMES.”

this one over here 
is noisy, but can’t 
really hurt you.



fools!  can’t hurt you?!? 
if you only knew!  i am the 
nefarious miss alignment!
I’ll run this town one day!

my misaligner 59 would 
have shut down the 

entire world!  if only 
that laser girl and her 
friends hadn’t stopped 
me!  next time will be

different!  I’ll...

sure you
will. and i’m 
mr. universe.

yeah, yeah.
just stop.  we’ve 

heard it all
before.

she 
sounds high
maintenance.

okay, the broken lock is this way.  we 
need it operational ASAP.  we’re getting a

new batch of inmates tomorrow. i hope this doesn’t 
take long.  “Days of 
Our Lives” is on in 

an hour.

don’t
worry...

it won’t 
take long.
in fact...

“we’ll be 
outta here --

-- before you 
know it.”



“still needs some 
modifications.

i’ve been practicing 
on toy trucks like 
you suggested.”

“are the visual and audio
projectors ready?  i 
need to let this town 
know i’m in charge!”

“Still trying to get the 
magnifier the right size and 
still working on the audio.”

i will rule this 
place and make 
sure the town 

knows the power 
of miss alignment! 

those kids will 
pay and the town 

will be mine!

Yes, you will rule
this town.  but it’s 
still going to take a 
week or so for this

to be finished. 

You’ll have to be 
okay with ruling 

this cave ‘til then. 

Reigh, why isn’t
everything ready!?

What, no “thank you 
for breaking me out 

of jail, cousin?”

I don’t have time to 
be polite, you’ve put 
us too far behind 

schedule!

“I have to go find out 
what those kids are 

up to.  is the listening 
device ready?”

“Yes, with new 
headphones.”

“How’s my lens 
clamp coming? 
Is the lens in 

working order?”



Hey, Ruby, are
you headed over to
black body repair 

after school?

i want 
to but i
can’t.  i 

have swim
practice.  at 

least the 
new coach 
hasn’t tried 

to kill 
us yet.

quiet year...
so far.

Yeah.   Ms. Black and i have been
restoring this old vw.  I’m helping her 

control her powers and she’s letting me 
redo the inside as an art project.  i don’t 
think she likes the shag carpet much, but 

i think it really adds something.

right, gordy?

hush!  the 
general is going 

to yell again!

sometime later...

 the energy of light depends 
on the wavelength. shorter 
waves, like ultra violet have 

more energy than longer ones, 
like red.

Depending on how it is measured, 
sometimes light acts as a wave, 

sometimes light acts as a particle.  

repeat after me. the 
speed of light is... ms. 
hene, stop talking! 

the speed of
light is... ms. hene,

stop talking!

 UGH! will there 
ever be a class

where the
general doesn’t

embarass us?  

you’d think after saving 
him from his lab he’d be 

more grateful.*

*See Spectra #3,
“spectra’s force.”

how’s ms. black 
doing, anyway?

 she’s getting really 
good at splitting herself 

between two places 
and she can hop from one 
place to another, she just 

doesn’t always end up
where she means to.+  

+See Spectra #6, “spectra’s quantum 
leap “ for more about Ms. Black

 powers?
two places at 

once?  i need to 
hear more about 
this.  this could 
be a problem.

why didn’t i 
know about 

this?!?



 i only put up
with him because 
he’s family.  that 

no good, lazy...

reigh didn’t 
tell me
anything!

RIIIIINNGGG!
AARGHH!

WHERE ARE YOU GUYS HEADED?  
i HAVE PRACTiCE LATER.  i’M HOPING
TO MAKE STARTiNG QUARTERBACK

THiS SEASON.

i’M OFF TO PRACTICE, 
TOO, AND RUBY’S HEADED 
TO THE GARAGE.  MEET 

FOR PiZZA LATER?

sounds
good!

hey, lucy!
i really like 

your hair
like that!

Darn reigh and his faulty 
equipment!  now i’ll need
another way to listen to 

them at the garage.

i had no idea
this town had so 
many people with 
science powers.  
i have to find out 

more.  i can’t
lose again! KraK!

Nice shirt, Kas!  Ruby’s headed over
to the garage, wanna go with?
i’m headed to swim practice.

can’t. band
practice. We have
a gig this weekend. 

You’re coming,
right Lucy?

Meet for 
pizza later? 

yep!



i know you aren’t a huge
fan of the purple carpet with
the yellow car, but this combo 

was all over new york
fashion week.

wow! you are
getting really 
good at being
in two places

at once.

i am happy that 
you are happy 

with it.

why thank you, ruby.
i have been practicing 
a bit.  though i do very 

much wish i could 
control in which

places i am.

shortly, at black body repair...

i am still having
quite a bit of trouble 

remaining in the 
locations i desire.
i feel unfocused. 

 however, i have been 
controlling my

momentum much 
better.  i am good at 
knowing how fast i am 
but not where i am.

i must now
endeavor to know 

where i am but not 
how fast i am going.  
there seems to be
a delicate balance
between the two.

sounds complicated.  
where’s the red paint, 

silver glitter, and
super glue?

we interrupt this 
broadcast with a 
special alert...



against all logic, inept
villain, miss alignment, has 
escaped from bose-einstein 

condensed penitentiary. 
it is assumed someone left
her cell unlocked as that is 
the only way she could have 
escaped.  be on the lookout 

for a woman in a dated
silver unitard and ill-fitting 

bell bottom pants with
very big hair.

listen to that!  my 
escape plan was
so ingenious they 
don’t even know it 

was me!

and what does he mean 
“ill-fitting?!” i spent 

hours in the prison gym.  
i make these pants

look good!

oh no!  we 
have to warn 

lucy!

i can’t
believe she’s 
still wearing 
those pants.

CLANG!

AARGHH!



i’ll text the gang 
to meet us here 
and figure out 

what to do.

i shall try to
pull myself

together and
be ready for 
their arrival.

stop!  put 
down that 
phone!!!

SLAM!

this is a no 
texting zone!

you aren’t going
anywhere!  i have you 

trapped!FW
IP

FW
IP

FWIP

it appears that you 
have tried to

incapacitate us with
silly streamers.  

i do not believe this 
is structurally sound 

enough to hold us.
they are pretty 
colors, though.



it doesn’t matter 
how silly the

streamers are, it’s 
slowed you down

just enough.

you’re coming 
with me.

assuming reigh
installed my

booster rockets 
correctly.

miss black, do you think you 
can be in three places at 

once?  you need to tell lucy, 
gordy, and kas to come to 

the garage.

lucy’s at the pool, 
gordy is on the field, 

and kas is with his 
band.

yes, ruby, i think i 
have the ability to 
do that if i focus 
very hard.  i shall 

tell them now.

hurry!!!

F
z
z
z
p

where... where did she go?  is this the 
“superpower” you were talking about?  

tell me!

looks like one of 
us got away.

now i 
know why 
you wear 

those bell
bottoms--

to hide 
your 

booster 
rockets.

Go
ahead...

“make fun all you want.  These booster 
rockets are taking you with me.”

“i’ll find some way to get
information out of you!”

ahhh!  what 
was that?!

woof
woof

woof

KRBo
om

zooom



meanwhile, across town...

miss alignment
recently broke
out of prison.

she has--

taken ruby to
some evil lair.
we all must--

meet back at
black body repair 

to determine how to 
rescue ruby.

is miss a. still wearing 
those awful pants?

i do not know
where they went.
She bound us with 
silly streamers
and then flew

off, taking ruby
with her.

i have no more
information.

Hey, guys--

there are tons of 
places where she 
could hide.  video 
arcade, stadium,

library--

guys,
seriously, 

listen--

gordy is right.  she 
could be anywhere. 
how do we start nar-

rowing this down?  
what would make the 

most sense?

Hey!  i 
think i 
know 
where
she is!

check it.  it’s not like 
she built a new ‘evil 
lair’ while she was 

in prison.  let’s head 
up to her old place.  

we’ve been there
often enough.

it’s still
totally

tricked out. she 
probably even 
put the sign 

back up.

and soon...



score!  i 
was right!

a short time later...

yes.  it seems 
you were correct 
in your assumption.  

she has indeed 
returned to her 

previous ‘evil lair’.

great job, kas.  
but we don’t have 
a plan to rescue 
ruby.  how are 
we going to get 

in there and save 
her?  i can’t

turn invisible.

no, but i can! 
remember my laser

powers, guys? turning 
infrared makes me 

impossible for human 
eyes to see.

there she is!
is she tied up with 

silly streamers?  miss 
alignment isn’t even 

making this a 
challenge.

who’s that 
guy?

we’re doing pretty
well here.  should be ready 

in a few days.  i still need 
to rig up the magnifying
projector and adjust 

the lens controls.

remember, we 
have to do this at 
exactly the right

time for the sun to
be in the right spot.

we’re aiming at the 
library, not city hall 

right now.

i know, i know.  
you’ve said all 

this before.  quit 
talking and get a 

move on.

you hear that, girl?
it doesn’t matter if

your friends save you,
in a few days the town 

will be mine!

you can try, but 
we have laser 
powers and 

quantum 
mechanics on 

our side.

you have a
tarp, a crystal 

ball, and
questionable

decorating 
taste.



why is it taking so long?!
i thought you had it almost all 

done.  it can’t be that complicated.  
Lighthouses have been doing this 

since 1823.  i want to
do it NOW!

look, do you want it done
now or do you want it done right?  
it has to be at exactly the right 

angle in exactly the right spot.  a 
few degrees off and we just look 

like fools with a strange roof 
ornament.  CHILL!

we must hurry!  
those kids have a 

tendency to ruin my 
plans.  but not

this time!

what’s that 
smell?

beeepbeeepbeeep

AARGHH!

We’re outta 
here.  Grab on.

I’m guessing 
that’s you, 
lucy, and 

not 
combustable

silly
streamers?

Yep! I’m 
busting you 
outta here.



you got her!

ruby did a lot of
recon while tied up 
with silly streamers.  
let’s head back to 
black body repair 

and figure out
a plan.

silly streamers?

let me make 
sure i am correctly 

hearing you -- 

 there was a large
illustration of city 

hall, photographs of 
melted trucks and 

several artistic
lighthouse prints?

yep,  that about sums
it up.  what on earth could
she be up to?  what do they 

have in common?
no 

idea.

the only thing i ever 
thought magnifying glasses 
were good for was melting 

plastic army men.

i am?Kas!  You’re 
a genius!

you are!  did you see 
those pictures of 
melting trucks and 
lenses?  i bet she’s 

going to try and 
destroy the town with 
a giant lens.  just like 

those army men.

but why the
lighthouses 

and city hall?  
they make great 
photos but what 

do they have to do 
with anything?

soon...

Think about it. A super 
strong regular lens 

would be crazy heavy. 
She’s using lighthouse 

technology, a.k.a. a
Fresnel lens. those 

are light-weight, thin and 
really powerful. Light
as a feather, strong 

as an ox. 

And she’s probably
focusing sunlight on 

City Hall. 

As ruby told miss
alignment,  we have some 
wicked powers, serious 
smarts, and a big time 
creativity. I think I have 

an idea. 

Ms. Black, can you 
find plans to the
city and a whole 

lot of iron?

?



i am very glad i 
was able to find the 

required amount 
of iron.  that was 

exceptionally 
problematic.

yeah, but it 
went pretty quickly.  

laser powers
rock!

i completely agree.  
though i still wish 
we had time to paint 
it.  green would have 
matched the trees 

very nicely.

yeah -- 
someone want to 
explain why city 
halls looks like a 

bird cage?

3 days, 2 nights, 6 pizzas and 4 
cases of soda later....

Kas, you’re great, but 
your memory could use 

some work.

miss alignment is going to
try to use a fresnel lens to
melt city hall, remember? you 

made us realize back at
the garage.

when the focused rays
from the sun hit the statue
on city hall, they will heat

up the statue. 

by connecting the statue
to iron rods and connecting 

those rods to the iron
pipes under the city, we 
can direct the heat away 

from the building.

when you cook with an 
iron skillet it takes awhile to 
heat up your hand.  It’s the
same thing here, only the

building is your hand.  

That will heat up the
building which will 

catch on fire.

let’s hope it gives
us enough time. Glad 

those kids told us when 
she was going to attack.



i am so glad that your laser powers allowed us to weld the iron so
quickly.  the heat conductance you discussed would work more effectively

if we could fully cover city hall with iron --

but i did not possess 
that much.

what’s that?!

looks like we finished
just in time! 

Quiver in fear
before me!

miss alignment 
has returned!



YOU STOPPED ME 
ONCE, BUT YOU CANNOT

STOP ME AGAIN!

YOU SURE THIS IS 
LOUD ENOUGH?

YEAH, I’M SURE 
EVEN PERTH IS 
QUIVERING IN 

FEAR.

IN JUST A FEW
MINUTES THE SUN
WILL BE PERFECTLY 
ALIGNED TO BURN
YOUR TOWN TO THE 

GROUND!
Spectra!

surrender AND I 
WILL BE MERCIFUL!

BUT IF YOU DO NOT, YOU 
WILL LIVE WITH THE 

GUILT OF CAUSING YOUR 
TOWN’S DESTRUCTION!



“it’s working!  Reigh 
you are not completely 
incompetent!  the lens 

angle is perfect!”

“look at the 
statue melt! city 
hall will burn!”

“muahahahaha”

our system is working!
it’s absorbing the heat from 

the focused sunlight and 
the statue.  but it can’t

last forever.

i have to destroy 
that lens!  i need 
some serious 

energy!

UV, here
i come!



okay, who’s got 
some food?

Uh... not sure
how i feel about 
those energy 
bars, gordy.

trust me.  the 
berry flavor is 

delish!

nom.  you 
were right!  
nom! Nom!

i got 
this!

almost 
there...

high energy 
laser powers 

achieved!
miss alignment, 
you are going 

down!

Um...



i can do this! 
i just need to 
melt the lens. 

Plastic vs. 
laser, plastic 

doesn’t stand a 
chance.

if i’m
gonna
do it... 

i might as 
well do it 
with some 

style. 

WHAT?!?  its not 
working!  Reigh! 

What did you screw 
up?  Make it work 

again!

FREEZE!

AARGHH!

What is this?! 
How in the 

world? REiGH!

Hey there! 
Looks like we 

got you! 

its nice having
a Laser Powered 
friend. She got us 
here real quick.

Sorry, cuz,
they showed up

in a flash.



Not so fast. 
You’re not 

getting away 
again!

You meddling 
kids! You can’t 
do this to me 

again!

Really?
Looks like we 

just did.
We’ve got

somewhere real
special for you this 
time. Every heard of 
the Quantum Dot 
Spot? its going 

to be a bit
confining.

Nice job, Lucy, i
mean Spectra. 

Though next time you 
go UltraViolet throw 
us some sunblock 

first?

Sorry about the sunburn. 
Hope you can still play
your gig tonight.  i can’t
wait to say “yeah, i’m

with the band.”

Watch your back!
no one ruins my
reputation and 

gets away with it!

i’ll always reflect
badly on you.
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Praise for the series

the original laser super hero

“SPECTRA offers a perfect blend 
of real physics, middle school, 
and superhero adventure, a 
combination you probably didn’t 
even realize was missing from 
your life.  Once you know it 
exists, though, it’s irresistible.”

“I liked Spectra’s superpowers. 
They were amazing and she’s 
really cool!.”

Nina Parker, 9, daughter
of plasma physicist 
Dr. Carolyn Kuranz

Chad Orzel, Physics Professor 
at Union College and author of 
Eureka! Discovering your Inner 
Scientist

“Reading SPECTRA comics will 
teach you everything you need to 
be a scientific researcher!  First, 
she displays a mastery of the 
laws of Nature.  Second, she 
demonstrates her creative 
problem solving skills, and third, 
she knows how to rock a pair 
of sunglasses!”

James Kakalios, Physics 
Professor at the University of 
Minnesota and author of 
The Physics of Superheroes


